2019 XXX Committee Report

Committee Structure
1. Chair: S V Sankaran
2. Members: * Tadashi Takano of Tokyo LMAG  
   * Keith Kikkert of SA LMAG  
   ^ P V Ekande of Delhi LMAG

Objectives
1. Form the LM Committee
2. Facilitate formation of new LMAGs
3. Encourage LMAGs and Sections to engage LMs in activities

Projects / Tasks
1. Form the LM Committee (3 members adequate)
2. Periodic telecom meetings of the LM Committee
3. Facilitate formation of 3 LMAGs
4. Encourage sections & LMAGs to engage LMs in activities:

Outcomes
Project 1: LM Committee formed as of 31 Jan 2019
Project 2: One telecon on Feb 26. Additional telecons planned in July, Oct & Dec could not happen due to one or other LMC member not available, but compensated by email exchanges.
Project 3: As against target of 3 new LMAGs, formed 5 new LMAGs -- Bangalore, Sendai, Hyderabad, Thailand & Madras.
Project 4: Continually encouraged both new & existing LMAGs on LM activities, directly and through LMC members. Types of activities include lectures, seminars, symposiums, lunch/dinner get-togethers, visits to historical places, support to section events, etc. No. of such LM activities in 2019 exceed 50.

Finance
$4000 total budget was provided. 
Please see next slide for details of events & expenses. 
Total of about $1345 was utilized. 
The exact total amount is available with R10 Treasurer.

Total Finance : $ 1345
Details of Events & Expenses

- Australia received its first IEEE Milestone  May 2019
- Bangalore LMAG Inaugural  26 May, Sendai 25 Oct, Thailand 26 Nov, Madras 28 Dec
- Bangalore LMAG inaugural meet 26 May, expenses paid INR 22066 (~ $315) from R10 LMC
- LM Track as part of All India SYW Congress on 29 Sep at Hyderabad -- $4000 budget from LMC HQ, actual $3747
- Sendai (Inaugural) Symposium Oct 25, Thailand inaugural Seminar on Nov 26, no expenses claimed
- IEEE North-east Asia LMAGs Meeting -- 30th Oct 2019 at Seoul organized by Seoul LMAG -- $3365 budget from LMC HQ, actual 2,119,100 Won (~ $1830)
- One-day Symposium by Nagoya LMAG at Nagoya on Aug 31, budget $800 from R10 LMC, actual $800
- Bombay LMAG Lecture event on 1 Oct, expenses paid INR 16039 (~ $230) from R10 LMC
- Total payout from R10 LMC budget -- $315+800+230 = $1345. Treasurer Seishi Takamura can confirm exact figures..